
 
 

Sew a bolster pillow 

 

Traditionally used on the bed, the bolster is great for plumping up when reading and 
snuggling up to when sleeping. As well as providing extra support, for me, they are 
equally fabulous for dressing up a sofa, armchair, daybed or chaise longue! 

You will need  
1 piece of medium weight cotton or linen, 64cm x 49cm (when hand stitching the zip)  
or 2 pieces of medium weight cotton or linen, each 33cm x 46cm (when machine 
stitching the zip)  
2 discs of cotton or linen, 21cm in diameter  
2 buttons (mismatched vintage ones are good for this)  
1 upholstery zip, 46cm long  
1 feather-filled bolster, 46cm long by 20cm in diameter 

Add the zip 
When using a sewing machine, fitting a zip is much easier with two panels of fabric. I 
used two panels of contrasting fabric for the bolster pictured. To fit the zip between 
two panels of fabric, fold a 1cm hem over to the wrong side along the length of one 
side on each piece.  press and pin. Change over to the zip foot on your machine. 
Starting with one panel, line the pressed edge of the panel up with the open end of the 
zip. I find this easier to machine without pinning in place and with the zip open by 
only a couple of centimetres. Depending on the type of zip foot you have on your 
machine , it is often easiest to stitch the panel to the zip with the fabric on the left of 
the zip, then turn the zip around to attach the second panel. Machine the zip in place 
making sure to backstitch at the start and finish to secure the seam. Repeat this on the 
opposite side of the zip, this time machining the other panel in place. Make sure to 
line the panels up with each other, and the open end of the zip.If you choose to use a 
single panel of fabric the technique is the same, however I recommend fitting the zip 



by hand as keeping the excess fabric out of the way of the sewing machine needle is 
particularly tricky. 

Join the main panels  
If using two panels you will need to join them together. With right sides facing, place 
the long edges of the panels together so the raw edges meet. Pin and stitch with a 1cm 
seam allowance. Backstitch at the start and finish to fasten the seam. Press the seams 
open. 

Fit the end panels  
Prepare the main piece for fitting the end panels by making a round of 1cm cuts, 2cm 
apart, at each end. With the zip half open, pin the end discs in place. Stitch with a 
1.5cm seam allowance. This is a little tricky so take your time: if you need to add a 
little pleat here and there to make it fit, then do. 

Attach the buttons  
Turn the cushion cover right side out. With tailor's chalk, mark the centre point at 
each end. Hand stitch the buttons in place, gathering the fabric in slightly to create a 
puckered effect. Finish with a double knot and wind the excess thread around the 
button. 

Add the bolster  
Stuff the cover with the feather bolster and zip up. 

 

 
 


